
BOUNDARIES - Other Resources

When Boundaries are Violated

Am I Safe?                                                        
(If not, where do I go to be safe?)
Who is safe that I can talk to for help?          
(ie. friend, teacher, parent, spiritual mentor)
What do I need to do next to heal?       
 (repeat 1&2)

Forgive: Yourself and the violator
Declare: My boundary has been violated
Ask: What do I need to do next to heal?
1.

2.

3.

Grow: Continue to set new boundaries, learn
from your story, help others who have a similar
story

Christian Perspective
Boundaries are rules we choose for ourselves, and others. Invisible lines we draw around ourselves
to help us stay safe and whole. Those lines also affect others. Four key areas we need healthy
boundaries in are physical boundaries (What we let into our space), emotional boundaries (How we
feel), mental boundaries (How we think), spiritual boundaries (How we see the world). All four areas
God has also set for His people (Genesis 2:15, Jeremiah 31:31-34, Matthew 7:12-15). You have
responsibilities that only YOU can carry. These things are our own load that we need to take daily
responsibility for and work out (Galatians 6:2-5). Some of these may not be the same as other people
in your life, they might not seem fair, but they are yours. When we take control over the things only
we can control, we begin to build healthier boundaries. Boundaries that keep us safe and whole.
When we violate our boundaries or others, we violate God's own image bearer (Gen 1:26-28).

Am I Safe?                                                        
(If not, where do I go to be safe?)
Who is safe that I can talk to for help?          
(ie. friend, teacher, parent, spiritual mentor)
What do I need to do next to heal?       
 (repeat 1&2)

Forgive: Yourself and seek forgiveness from
anyone whose boundary you may have violated
Declare: I have violated my own boundary
Ask: What do I need to do next to heal?
1.

2.

3.

Grow: Continue to set new boundaries, learn
from your story, help others who have a similar
story

If Someone Violates Your Boundaries If You Violate Someone Else's Boundaries












